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Introduction
The Power BI suite of data analysis tools from Microsoft offers exciting new ways to present
and share your data on-line in an interactive and intuitive format that includes a variety of
tables, charts and geographic visualizations.
This whitepaper is intended to provide background information and methods that can be used
to bring data from a BI360 Data Warehouse (BI360DW) into a Power BI model for use in
visualizations, reports and dashboards. We assume a basic familiarity with Power BI, though
readers looking for a more general overview of Power BI features and functionality are
encourage to visit the online resources listed below.
Topic

Link

Product overview

https://powerbi.microsoft.com/en-us/

Overview of Power BI gateways, which the
user can use to connect to and refresh data
from on-premises data sources including
BI360DW

https://powerbi.microsoft.com/enus/gateway/

Getting started tutorial using Power BI
Desktop

https://powerbi.microsoft.com/enus/documentation/powerbi-desktop-gettingstarted/

In order to meet diverse needs of the BI360 user community, this white paper has been divided
into two sections:


The BI360 Data model: This section provides a review of core data warehousing
concepts and explains the BI360DW table structure in this context. This section should
be helpful to readers not already familiar with how data is stored in BI360DW.



Examples using BI360DW with Power BI Desktop and Web Applications: This section
discusses the steps required to use Power BI with BI360 and covers several key issues to
consider when using BI360DW data with Power BI. An example Power BI modeling
exercise using the BI360 Corporate Demo database is provided.
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The BI360 Data Model
Introduction to Data Warehousing
Data warehouses can take many forms, and the specific business needs of the organization
implementing the data warehouse will guide the choice of structure. In fact, the term “data
warehouse” can be applied to a number of different database types that bear little
resemblance to each other, from systems that are designed to accurately model extremely
complex relationships to systems that are designed for optimized reporting performance.
At one end of the spectrum are the traditional “enterprise data warehouse” projects tha t
people may be familiar with. These are often multi-year, multi-million dollar implementations
that collect all of the organization’s data into a central system for data storage, management,
analysis, and reporting.
Below is an example technical architecture for a traditional Data warehouse ecosystem. The
inherent complexity and multiple layers provide a tremendous flexibility to the system, albeit
one that can come at a tremendous cost.

Figure 1: Traditional Data Warehouse Architecture

The above diagram represents a view of a complete Business Intelligence solution, from Data
Acquisition to Data Consumption. The concept of a data warehouse lives primarily in the central
area, the Data Storage and Aggregation layer of the BI Stack.
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Within the Data Storage and Aggregation layer, there are several common types of databases
that all can be thought of as different “flavors” of a data warehouse.
1. Operational Data Store (ODS): Operation data stores are designed to hold shorter term,
operational data. The use case tends to be more towards tactical reporting in real-time
or near-real-time on data aggregated from one or more operational systems.
2. Data Mart (DM): Data Marts are designed to synthesize data into structures that lend
themselves to efficient access of stored information and clear, understandable
information relationships. They typically have structures that are easier to understand,
and are simpler to report against. Data marts are commonly business area or regionally
specific.
3. Enterprise Data Warehouse (EDW): The term “Enterprise Data Warehouse” is typically
applied to systems where a more general approach to data storage and management is
taken. They often reside at the center of the BI stack, as the destination that all source
systems feed into, and the source from which reporting s ystems and data consumers
draw their data. They tend to be the most complex of the three general types, in that
they can model any type of information relationship if correctly designed.
Each of the three common types of “data warehouses” have specific strengths and weaknesses
which suit them to their designed tasks. One of the main distinguishing characteristics of each is
the degree of normalization present in each type. Normalization in the context of database
design refers to the level of specificity or redundancy of data within a particular table.
Normalization can be a challenging concept to grasp at first, but simply put, it can be thought of
as the degree of “flattening” of the table structure required to hold information about an
object.
As an example, take the idea of a “customer”. A customer, may have many distinguishing
characteristics that typical Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems need to track, such as
Name, Phone number, email, et cetera.
In a normalized database, each of these pieces of information would occupy a separate table,
with records of the same type. There would be an “Email Address” table, a “Person” table, a
“phone number” table amongst others. Take this example from Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012:
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Person

Electronic Address

Location

Party-Location

In order to pull together a customer’s address from these tables there is a lot of logic that has
to be used in the joining of the tables to produce a simple customer record set, such has below:

And this is a simple example.
This is an example of a normalized structure (there are many types of normalization, which we
won’t go into here), and would be representative of the kind of table structure found in a
typical ERP system or an EDW.
At the opposite end of the spectrum is the de-normalized structure or “dimensionalized”
structure. This is the “flattened” structure we mentioned above, and depicted in the simple
customer record set above. All of the related pieces of information that are specific to a
customer in this case, are contained on the same table.
So, where do our three database types fall on this continuum? It looks something like this:

Normalized
EDW

ODS

De-normalized
DM

The ODS, can float nearly anywhere on this line, but as a general rule, the EDWs and DMs keep
mostly to opposite ends. This really stems from their general use cases, as illustrated above:
EDWs tend to have a more complex structure and can more accurately and compactly
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represent complex data structures, whereas DMs are easier to understand structurally and are
optimized for rapid reporting access.
These structures, have a simple pictorial mnemonic used to describe their schemas: The Star
Schema and the Snowflake Schema, which we will describe below.

Records & Transactions vs. Facts & Dimensions
Stepping back for a minute from the general description of data warehouses, let’s cover a bit of
nomenclature related to the actual records in the different types of databases.
In a typical ERP database, some tables collect many thousands or millions of records of a
particular type, such as a Ledger entry in a General Ledger table or an Inventory movement
record in an Inventory table. Each of these records refer to a specific transaction type that has
certain properties.
Take for example, the example of a customer buying a product from a company. The Sales
record may have some relationship to an Order record and some other relationship to an
Inventory record. Each of these separate objects, the Sale, the Order, and the Inventory reside
in separate transaction tables. They are stored separately from each other, and each represents
a part of a complete order fulfillment process to a customer. Together, these records can
describe aspects of a Fact. The Fact, in this case, is that a customer bought some product from a
company. The “Fact” is, in essence, made up of a number of separate transactions that all
occurred in the company’s business process during the sale.
Strictly speaking, in the context of data warehouse design, a fact is a value or measurement
that represents a meaningful data point regarding a specific activity within the organization.
Facts can include individual transactions such as sales or payments, or aggregated data such as
account balances or inventory stock levels. Fact tables are generally kept as narrow as possible.
In other words, rather than loading fact tables with every possible detail pertaining to a
transaction (such as the buyer’s full name and address in a sales transaction), they contain only
reference values and key fields that provide links to other tables where other pertinent details
can be found. These other linked tables are called dimension tables. Customers, Sales Person,
Regions, Products and Fiscal Periods are a few examples of data elements that might be stored
in dimension tables. Linking each dimension table to the fact table is a primary key that
identifies each member of the dimension table as unique.
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The arrangement of data into fact tables and dimension tables is called a “Star Schema”, where
the fact table occupies the center and the dimensions represent the arms of the star, as shown
here:

This is an example of the de-normalized structure mentioned earlier.
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The other schema type we have discussed, the Snowflake Schema, can have a complex
branching structure like that of a snowflake:

As the user can see, this can get complicated! The BI360 Data Warehouse most closely follows
the Star Schema model and in the next section, we will go into more practical detail of BI360
warehouse design.
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Fact and Dimension tables in the BI360 Data Warehouse
The user may be used to thinking of the BI360 Data Warehouse as a collection of subject matter
specific modules such as General Ledger, AR, AP, Revenues, Fixed Assets, Capital, etc. However,
each module is also a star schema consisting of one fact table and several dimension tables that
are linked to that fact table. When viewing the tables directly in SQL Server (such as through
SQL Server Management Studio), telling the fact and dimension tables apart is relatively
straightforward:


Fact table names begin with f_Trans followed by the system ID of the module. For
example:

o f_Trans_GL (General Ledger)
o f_Trans_CP (Capital)
o f_Trans_HR (Payroll)


Dimension table names begin with d_ followed the system ID of the dimension. For
example:

o
o
o
o
o
o

d_Entity
d_Account
d_Employee
d_Salesperson
d_Dim0 (user defined dimension 0)
d_Dim1 (user defined dimension 1)

BI360DW also allows dimension tables to be shared across multiple fact tables. Thus the
d_Account table can be linked to more than one module or fact table.
Below is a graphical representation of fact and dimension tables, as might be seen in a typical
setup of the BI360DW General Ledger (GL) module:
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Notice how in the above diagram only the ID (or Member ID) field for each dimension is
referenced in the fact table. This structure minimizes redundancy in the fact table while
creating ample possibilities for summarizing or slicing the data using the additional fields that
are available in dimension tables. These additional fields, which provide information about each
dimension ID, are called attributes.
The MemberID value in each dimension record is an integer that acts as a unique identifier or
key field that is linked to one or more fact tables. For example, MemberID in the d_Account
table is linked to the Account field in the f_Trans_GL table. Also notice that dimension fields in
the fact table have same name as the dimension table to which they are linked.
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The below table lists the more commonly used dimension tables in the BI360DW:
Dim. Table

Fact Table
Equivalent

Description

d_Account

Account

Financial accounts

d_Asset

Asset

Fixed Assets

d_Category

Category

Transaction Categories

d_Customer

Customer

Customers

d_Dim0

Dim0

User defined dimension

d_Dim1

Dim1

User defined dimension

d_Dim2

Dim2

User defined dimension

d_Dim3

Dim3

User defined dimension

d_Dim4

Dim4

User defined dimension

d_Dim5

Dim5

User defined dimension

d_Employee

Employee

Employees

d_Entity

Entity

Business Entities/Companies

d_Item

Item

Inventory Items

d_Product

Product

Products

d_Project

Project

Projects

d_SalesPerson

SalesPerson

Sales Persons

d_Scenario

Scenario

Scenarios (such as Actual, Budget, Forecast, etc.)

d_Time

TimePeriod

Time Periods (in BI360, the lowest grain is day)

d_Vendor

Vendor

Vendor

Below are the examples of commonly used fact tables. Each fact table is the equivalent of one
module in BI360DW.
Fact Table

Module

Description

f_Trans_AP

AP

Accounts Payable

f_Trans_AR

AR

Accounts Receivable

f_Trans_CP

CP

Capital

f_Trans_GL

GL

General Ledger

f_Trans_HR

HR

Payroll

f_Trans_OT

OT

Other - user defined

f_Trans_OT2

OT2

Other - user defined

f_Trans_OT3

OT3

Other - user defined

f_Trans_PJ

PJ

Projects

f_Trans_RV

RV

Revenues

Note: Additional user defined (OT) modules can be added in Data Warehouse Manager.
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Listing of Fact Table Fields
The below chart lists the fields used in the GL fact table. Fields that are required in all modules
are shaded in yellow. Keep in mind that the dimension fields may vary according to the default
configuration of the module and any additional changes made in the Data Warehouse
Administration tool.
Column Name

RowId

Is
Dimension
(Y/N)
No

Data
Type

Characte
r Max

bigint

n/a

System generated row identifier. Not used
as a key field.

TransactionID

No

nvarchar

50

RowComment

No

nvarchar

512

Unique identifier -- part of the composite
key and can be used to distinguish records
that have the same values in other key
fields (e.g. dimensions). For example, we
may use this to distinguish transactions
that occurred on the same day and for the
same Entity, Department, Account, etc.
Record description

Scenario

Yes

bigint

n/a

Member ID for Scenario Dimension

Yes

TimePeriod

Yes

bigint

n/a

Member ID for Time Period Dimension

Yes

Note: this column holds a date value
formatted as an 8 digit integer comprised
of a 4 digit year, 2 digit month and 2 digit
day. For example “1/1/2015” would be
represented as 20150101.
Member ID for Category Dimension
Member ID for Entity Dimension

No
Yes

Category
Entity

No
Yes

bigint
bigint

n/a
n/a

Currency
Account

Yes
Yes

bigint
bigint

n/a
n/a

Dim0 through
DimX

Yes

bigint

n/a

Description

Member ID for Currency Dimension
Member ID for Account Dimension -- this is
a required field in the GL module; optional
otherwise
User Defined Dimensions, added in Data
Warehouse manager

Required

Yes
(system
generated)
No

No

No
Yes

No

Note: These have to be enabled in Data
Warehouse Manager before they appear
within the module/fact table.
Value1

No

numeric

n/a

User Defined Numeric value

No

Value2

No

numeric

n/a

User Defined Numeric value

No

Value3

No

numeric

n/a

User Defined Numeric value

No
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Column Name

Source

Is
Dimension
(Y/N)
No

RuleID

No

bigint

n/a

CreatedOn

No

datetime

n/a

CreatedBy
UpdatedOn
UpdatedBy
UniqueDims

No
No
No
No

nvarchar
datetime
nvarchar
varbinary

50
n/a
50
20
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Data
Type

Characte
r Max

nvarchar

50

Description

Required

Can be used to indicate source server
and/or database
Used when updated by BI360 'business
rules' feature, otherwise can ignore
Date/time the record was created

No

User/process that created the record
Date/time the record was updated
User/process that updated the record
System generated key value, consists of
combination of each dimension value

No
No
No
No (System
Generated)

No
No
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Using the BI360DW Manager to review fact table structure
The Administration menu in the BI360 Data Warehouse Manager (DWM) has a “Module
Schema” that provides a useful chart to help the user visualize the links between fact and
dimension tables:

Scrolling down this screen, the user can see the dimensions that are used in each module as
indicated by a check box. Modules are listed horizontally across the top of the screen.
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The Period Dimension
A core requirement of almost any data warehouse implementation is the capability to support
time-series based reporting such as annual trends, year over year comparisons, etc.
The Period (d_Time) dimension table contains a hierarchy that facilitates these types of
analyses and can be used to summarize fact data by month, quarter and year:
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Using BI360 Data Warehouse with Power BI
In this section, a couple of examples using Solver’s Corporate Demo database will be
demonstrated, which can be found in the Downloads section on Solver’s technical support
website, https://support.solverusa.com
These examples will cover two scenarios for sourcing data from the BI360DW in the Power BI
desktop application:
1. Selecting tables directly from the database schema and making the necessary
formatting changes in Power BI
2. Using a query to retrieve data from the BI360DW already structured in the desired
format.
There are pros and cons to each approach. Linking directly to the source tables gives the user
maximum flexibility but will require hiding some extraneous columns and relabeling others to
make them more recognizable to the end user. Using a T-SQL query requires a bit more
knowledge of the underlying database schema, but can give the user exactly what the user
needs, in the right format, for your visualizations. The best approach for your application will
depend largely on your goals and your comfort level with writing T-SQL queries.

Overview: Building a Power BI Model
Both of our examples for creating and populating a new model in Power BI follow the same
essentials steps:
1. If the users has not already done so, sign up for the Power BI online service at
https://powerbi.microsoft.com.
2. From the Power BI service website download, install and then launch the Power BI
desktop app.
3. In Power BI Desktop, connect to a data source (Home ribbon, then Get Data)
4. Shape and Combine Data: use the query editor and data view screens to select source
tables, create/modify table joins, etc.
5. Build Reports: go to the report view to add fields from your data set to visualizations
6. Publish the contents of your power bi desktop file to the cloud based Power BI service
7. Install and/or configure a personal or enterprise Gateway to manage on-demand or
automated updates.
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Example 1: Creating a Dataset Based on Database Tables
After launching the Power BI desktop app and creating a new Power BI desktop file, navigate to
Home > Get Data > SQL Server.

Enter the server and database name when prompted.

This will bring up the Navigator window, where users can select which tables to include by
checking the box next to each one.
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For the purposes of this example, we’re including the following dimension tables: Customer,
Entity, Product, Scenario and Time.

We’ll also include the f_Trans_RV fact table, which contains actual and forecast sales by
product and customer.

We’ll then click the Load button to confirm these selections and import the data into Power BI.

Note that the user will also be given the option to either import the data into your Power BI
model or use DirectQuery, which will connect live to the source.
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This choice is a matter of preference and depends on a number of considerations, such as
storage space and network latency.
After the data is loaded, we’re brought back to the Report View in Power BI desktop. On the
right side of the page we can see the tables that were selected.

At this point, users can right click on any of these table names and then choose the Rename
option in order to assign more user friendly names. Users can also do the same for individual
fields within each table. For the sake of this exercise, the table names will be left as is but a
number of other fields will be relabeled and hidden in order to de-clutter our workspace a bit.
To do this, we’ll select Data View on the left had side of the page.
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By default, the first table on our list, d_Customer, is shown. From here users can right click on
any column heading to either rename it or hide it in Report View.
In this example, a few columnsin the d_Customer table will be renamed and a few will be
hidden so that they will no longer appear in Report View. The end result when switching back
to Report View and expand the d_Customer table is as follows.
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Note that the ‘Code’ and ‘Description’ column labels were changed to ‘CustomerCode’ and
‘CustomerDescription’. This may help to avoid confusion since Code and Description are
common column names across virtually all of our dimension tables.
In the below example, the same has also been done for d_Scenario, d_Product and d_Entity.

Finally, we’ll make a few changes to f_Trans_RV by relabeling the Value1, Value2, and Value3
columns to more accurately reflect their content and removing a number of columns that
display the member ID’s for each dimension. This simplifies the task of finding relevant content
in Report View.
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Before proceeding to build visualization of this data in Report View, users should first look at
how the tables we selected are linked together in Relationship View.

Because the data is coming from a relational source, Power BI automatically discovers any
Primary/Foreign key relationships between source tables and creates the necessary links as
shown here.

When combining BI360DW data with data from an outside source (say, from Excel) it is also
possible to create a link manually between that source and a BI360DW table using Relationship
View.
Returning to Report View, users can now create visualizations using the data set that was
imported from the BI360DW. As a quick example, below a report that summarizes US domestic
sales by state will be created.
For starters, expand the field list under d_Customer and choose State.
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Power BI automatically recognizes the geographic nature of the data in this field and inserts a
map visualization on the report page.

Next, modify this a bit, dragging the Country field from d_Customer into the Page level filters
area, and then choose USA from the list.
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Next, expand the field list under f_Trans_RV and choose ‘Gross Sales’ (Value1).

Returning to the Report page, click on the map visualization, then click on the ‘Filled Map’ icon
in the Visualizations area in order to show a more detailed map with individual states shaded
according to Gross Revenue reported within each state.
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To supplement this map view, add other visualizations such as a table showing the dollar
amount of gross sales by state.
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Example 2: Creating a Dataset Based on a SQL Query
In this second example, a T-SQL query is used to extract a dataset from the GL module in
BI360DW and take care of tasks involved in ‘shaping’ the data into the desired format, such the
column labeling and table joins.
After opening a new or existing Power BI desktop file, we’ll go to Home > Get Data > SQL
Server.

Then we’ll enter the server and database name when prompted.
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We’ll then expand the SQL Statement field and paste in a T-SQL query, as shown below.

For your reference, the full text of the query is shown in Appendix A of this document.

The sample query in this example takes care of the legwork of formatting our data set so that
we won’t have to do so in Power BI desktop, specifically by:






Joining our source fact table, f_Trans_GL, to the relevant dimension tables such as
d_Time, d_Entity, d_Scenario, etc.
Using the CAST function to convert source columns to data types that will work best for
our purposes. For example, the FYYear value (which represents the fiscal year) is stored
in the source table as an integer. Power BI by default will try to treat this column as a
measure on which mathematical operations can be performed. To avoid this, we’ll cast
it as text so that we can use it as an axis grouping or filter in charts and graphs .
Using the AS keyword to assign user friendly labels to source columns.
Adding a derived column that can be used to sort the Account Category column, which
we’ll use to build visualizations in the below examples.

Power BI then shows a preview based on the results of the query entered during the previous
step. Click on Load to import the data into the model.
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As in the previous example, the options to either import the data into our Power BI desktop file
or use DirectQuery, which creates a live connection to the source, are presented.

Our data set now appears in report view as a single set of columns.

Rename this new dataset by right clicking on the default label, ‘Query1’, and changing it to ‘GL
Summary’.
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To get started with a new visualization using this data, click on PeriodBalance.

Since this field is a measure, Power BI automatically inserts a new bar chart into Report view.

To add a bit more context, also select AccountCategory and ScenarioCode from the sample data
set.
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Also drag FYYear into the page level filers and select 2015.

The end result is bar graph that compares Actual to Budget amounts by Account Category for
fiscal year 2015.
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Note that the chart properties have been modified to show the Y-Axis labels as $M instead of
$Bn.
Also note that the account types are sorted alphabetically from left to right, so that the Cost of
Sales, Expenses and Other Income/Expense categories all precede Revenue. This might not
make much sense to an audience accustomed to seeing Revenue displayed first on financial
statements.
In the sample dataset we have custom column that can be used to remedy this issue. This
derived column was added to the query to control the sort order of the Account Category
column, so that Revenue can be first followed by other categories according to their usual order
on a P&L statement. To apply this custom sorting to the bar chart, we can select the field we
want to sort differently, and then apply a custom sort order based on another column in our
dataset.
First, select the column to be sorted differently.

Then, click on the Modeling tab at the top of the screen and chose ‘Sort By Column’. For the
sake of this example, choose the custom column that was created for this purpose in the
sample SQL query, AccountCategorySort.

This change will then be reflected in the bar chart.
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Publishing to the Power BI Service
Whenever the time has come to make the database and reports available to other users, users
can deploy the content of a Power BI desktop file to the cloud-based Power BI service using
either of two options.
1. Log in to the Power BI service and choose “Get Data”.
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The site currently provides two options that allow the user to import from files or
selected database platforms.

Choose the Files option to import data and reports from a Power BI desktop (.pbix) file,
such as the ones shown in the previous examples.
2. Users can also publish directly from the Power BI desktop client by clicking on the
Publish option under the Home menu.

Users will be prompted to provide their user credentials for the Power BI service, after
which the users will receive confirmation once the content of the model is uploaded.
The users should now see any datasets and reports that were authored in this model
included in the workspace the next time that user signs in to the Power BI service.
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Using a Power BI Gateway to Schedule Updates
The Power BI Gateway is an application that is installed and run on-premises and serves as a
bridge providing scheduled, secure data transfers between on-premises data sources and the
Power BI service.
There are two types of gateways. The Personal Gateway runs on an individual workstation and
supports a single user, while the Enterprise Gateway enables IT departments to deploy and
manage central gateways to serve a large group of users. With the Enterprise Gateway, an IT
department can centrally manage the set of users who have access to the underlying data
sources and have visibility into gateway usage. Either gateway can be downloaded using links
provided on the Power BI site.
To configure scheduled updates of your data using a gateway, log in to Power BI, then right click
on a dataset to be updated. Then choose Schedule Refresh.

This takes the user to a settings page specific to the selected dataset. As shown below, the user
first need to install and/or configure a gateway if it has not been done so already.

This page also provides a link where the user can download the installer for the Personal
Gateway. This section will review that option first and then discuss using an Enterprise Gateway
later in this section.
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Scheduled Updates Using a Personal Gateway
If the user has not already installed the Personal Gateway, they can do so by clicking the link
provided on the Settings page.

After launching the installer file, a Wizard takes you through the steps of the installation.

During the installation, users will be prompted to sign in to the Microsoft Azure service using
the same credentials used for Power BI.

The user will receive confirmation once the installation completes successfully. A link is also
provided here that takes the user back to the Power BI site.
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When the user return to the Power BI service and view the settings page for the data set, the
user will notice that the personal gateway connection is now online.

Continuing on with the remaining steps necessary to schedule unattended updates.
From the settings page, click on Data source credentials to enter login credentials to be used by
the gateway when connecting to your data source.
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Note that these can be different from the ones normally use. For example, it might be prefer to
create a SQL server login for this purpose rather than using Windows authentication.
Next, click on Schedule Refresh to schedule updates using the gateway and data source
credentials that were configured in the previous steps.

This exposes the available options for managing updates. First click the slider bar to enable
updates, then change the Refresh frequency and time settings as needed.

Also note the “Add another time” link at the bottom of this section that allows you to schedule
additional refresh times. This allows you to specify additional updates throughout the day.
Changes are saved after clicking the Apply button.
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When returning to the main settings page, the date and time of the next scheduled refresh will
be shown.

Note that the same personal gateway can be used when scheduling updates for other data
sources and that separate installation will not be required for each source.
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Scheduled Updates Using an Enterprise Gateway
Enterprise gateways are meant to be installed on a server and are intended to support multiple
users. A separate download link and installer are provided for the Enterprise Gateway. The
installation also involves a few additional options and steps.
If the organization does not currently have an Enterprise gateway, it can be downloaded and
installed from within the Power BI service web site by clicking on the Downloads icon. If you are
planning to install this in a Production environment, users will probably want to plan this
deployment with your IT Team.

Choose “Power BI Gateways” from the menu, and then click “Download” under the heading,
“For enterprise deployments”.

After launching the installer file, a Wizard takes you through the steps of the installation.
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When the installation completes, users will be prompted to sign in to the Microsoft Azure
service using the same credentials used for Power BI.

At the next screen, choose ‘Configure new gateway’ and then click ‘Next’.

The user will first be prompted to enter a name and recovery key for the gateway. Click
configure when this step is complete.
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The user will then receive confirmation when these changes are stored successfully. Now the
user can proceed to adding new data sources.

Clicking on the Close & Add data sources button takes you back to the Power BI site, where the
user will again be prompted to log in.
After logging in, the user is then taken to a page where enter all the properties of the data
source (BI360DW), including the server name, database name, and type of authentication used.
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The user is also required to enter credentials to be used by the gateway when connecting to the
data source. These are encrypted using a key stored on premises. The user will receive
notification once a successful connection is made .

Continue to the ‘Users’ tab to make this data source available to other Power BI users. By
default, the logged in user’s account will already be shown here.
The procedure for updating a dataset using an Enterprise Gateway is similar to the one shown
earlier for the personal Gateway. To schedule updates, log in to Power BI, then right click on a
dataset to be updated. Then choose ‘Schedule Refresh’.

This will take you to the settings page for the dataset you selected. If an enterprise gateway is
available, it will be shown under the heading, ‘Gateway connection’.
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Next, the user can click on Schedule Refresh to schedule updates using the gateway and data
source credentials that were configured in the previous steps.

This exposes the available options for managing updates. First click the slider bar to enable
updates, then change the Refresh frequency and time settings as needed.
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Also note the Add another time link at the bottom of this section that allows the user to
schedule additional refresh times. This allows you to specify additional updates throughout the
day. Changes are saved after clicking the Apply button.

When returning to the main settings page, the date and time of the next scheduled refresh will
be shown.
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Appendix
Additional Resources
The Solver Support Center (support.solverusa.com) is the centralized location for users to learn
more about the BI360 Suite. From opening and managing your support tickets to reading
knowledgebase articles about the product, the Solver Support Center has everything a user will
need.
Users may contact Solver Support if they have questions about the BI360 Suite. One of our
technical support consultants will gladly assist you.
Users can access the Solver Knowledgebase for more information about the entire BI360 Suite.
From user guides, white papers, training manuals and much more, the Solver Support Center
has everything a user will need to get started with the application.

Appendix A: Sample Fact Table Query
The below T-SQL query was used in our second example to generate a dataset based on the
f_Trans_GL table and related dimension tables. The query includes a number of
transformations in order to get the source data into the desired format:







CAST statements to convert fields that are normally stored as integers, such as the
FYYear and FYPeriod columns in the d_Time table, into strings. This prevents the Power
BI report view from treating them as measures.
Use of the AS keyword to assign user friendly column labels .
A CASE statement that assigns a numeric sort order value based on the value in the
Account Category column. This allowed us to control the order in which Account
Categories were displayed in the bar chart shown in the example.
A CASE statement that reverses the sign of the Value1 column in certain cases so that
credit balances will be displayed as positive numbers.
A WHERE clause to limit our dataset to P&L accounts and the current and prior fiscal
years.

/*
Sample Query for f_Trans_GL (GL module) to show P&L Account Balances for Current and
Prior Years
*/
SELECT
CAST(Fact.TimePeriod AS CHAR(8)) AS TimePeriod
,CAST(d_Time.FYYear AS CHAR(4)) AS FYYear
,CAST(d_Time.FYQuarter AS CHAR(2)) AS FYQuarter
,CAST(d_Time.FYPeriod AS CHAR(6)) AS FYPeriod
,CAST(d_Time.FYYear AS CHAR(4)) + ' ' + d_Time.FYQuarterLabel As FYQuarterLabel
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,d_Time.FYMonthLabel + ' ' + CAST(d_Time.FYYear AS CHAR(4)) As FYPeriodLabel
,d_Entity.Code As EntityCode
,d_Entity.Description As EntityDescription
,d_Scenario.Code As ScenarioCode
,d_Account.Code As AccountCode
,d_Account.Description As AccountDescription
,d_Account.AccountCategory
--Adding a sort key for Account Category
,CAST(Case AccountCategory
When 'Revenue' Then 1
When 'Cost of Sales' Then 2
When 'Expenses' Then 3
When 'Other Income/Expense' Then 4
End AS CHAR(2)) as AccountCategorySort
,d_Category.Code As CategoryCode
,d_Currency.Code As CurrencyCode
,d_Dim0.Code As DeptCode
,d_Dim0.Description As DeptDescription
,Fact.RowComment As RowComment
--Reversing sign of amounts for Revenue accounts which by default display as negative
numbers
,Case When (d_Account.Code Like '4%' And d_Scenario.Code = 'ACT') Then Fact.Value1 *-1
Else Fact.Value1 End As PerioddBalance
FROM f_Trans_GL Fact
--Joins to Dimension tables are made using the MemberId column
LEFT OUTER JOIN d_Account ON Fact.Account = d_Account.MemberId
LEFT OUTER JOIN d_Category ON Fact.Category = d_Category.MemberId
LEFT OUTER JOIN d_Currency ON Fact.Currency = d_Currency.MemberId
LEFT OUTER JOIN d_Dim0 ON Fact.Dim0 = d_Dim0.MemberId
LEFT OUTER JOIN d_Dim1 ON Fact.Dim1 = d_Dim1.MemberId
LEFT OUTER JOIN d_Dim2 ON Fact.Dim2 = d_Dim2.MemberId
LEFT OUTER JOIN d_Entity ON Fact.Entity = d_Entity.MemberId
LEFT OUTER JOIN d_Scenario ON Fact.Scenario = d_Scenario.MemberId
JOIN d_Time on Fact.TimePeriod = d_Time.MemberId
Where
d_Account.AccountType = 'PLC' and
d_Scenario.Code IN ('ACT','BUD') and
d_Time.FYYear >= YEAR(GETDATE()) - 1
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Appendix B: Additional Code Samples
The below T-SQL queries can be useful in getting information about BI360DW modules and
fields.
List Attributes for all dimensions used in the GL module
Description: Lists all dimensions linked to a selected module, along with their attributes.
Uses: when considering which tables and fields to include in a view to use with an external BI
tool, this query provides a complete listing of dimensions and attributes that are available.
Change the ‘Where’ clause (see highlight below) depending on the source module you’re
interested in.
Code Sample:
Select a.Dimension, b.Label As DimensionLabel, a.Field, a.Label, a.DataType
from DimAttribute a
Left Outer Join DimLabel b on a.Dimension = b.Field
Where b.Module = 'GL'
And b.InUse = 1

Sample Output:
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List Attribute Labels for the GL module
Description: Lists all module attributes, along with their labels and data types.
Uses: Provides a list of module attributes (such as Comments or UDF’s) that are currently in use
for a selected module. Change the ‘Where’ clause (see highlight below) depending on the
source module you are interested in.
Code Sample:
Select * from ModuleAttribute
Where InUse = 1
And Module = 'GL'

Sample Output:
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Appendix C: Additional Reading
The following are some of the many available on-line resources that offer tutorials and
additional information about Power BI features:
Getting Started Tutorials:
Power BI Desktop
https://powerbi.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/powerbi-desktop-gettingstarted/
Power BI Web Service
https://powerbi.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/powerbi-service-get-started/
Power BI Channel on YouTube:
Offering instructional videos and other background material.
https://www.youtube.com/user/mspowerbi
Power BI Gateways:
Personal Gateway
https://powerbi.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/powerbi-personal-gateway/
Enterprise Gateway
https://powerbi.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/powerbi-gateway-enterprise/
Sorting by an Alternative Column in Power BI Report View:
The below link provides more details about the alternative sorting used in our second
sample dataset.
https://powerbi.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/powerbi-desktop-sort-bycolumn/
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